Calculating the spectral invariant of Floer homology of the distance function, we can find new superheavy subsets in symplectic manifolds. We show if convex open subsets in Euclidian space with the standard symplectic form are disjointly embedded in a spherically negative monotone closed symplectic manifold, their compliment is superheavy. In particular, the S 1 bouquet in a closed Riemann surface with genus g ≥ 1 is superheavy. We also prove some analogous properties of a monotone closed symplectic manifold. These can be used to extend Seyfaddni's result about lower bounds of Poisson bracket invariant.
Introduction and main results
In [EP09] , Entov and Polterovich introduced the notion of a (super)heavy set of a symplectic manifold, which enabled them to find a lot of examples of nondisplaceable sets in symplectic manifolds. Heavy sets cannot be displaced by Hamiltonian isotopy, and superheavy sets cannot be displaced by symplectic isotopy. An important fact proved in [EP09] is that (super)heaviness is preserved by product, which produces a lot of examples of superhevy sets.
Superheavyness of a closed subset of a symplectic manifold is equivalent to the vanishing of the partial symplectic quasi-state of the distance function from that subset (see Section 2). Hence we can detect superheavy subsets by the direct calculation of the partial symplectic quasi-states of the special Hamiltonians.
We show in this paper the following theorem. The proof of the above theorem is based on the estimate of the ConleyZehnder index of periodic orbits of the distance-like function.
In the above theorem, the assumption about c 1 is necessary. Indeed, the complex projective space (CP n , τ 0 ) with the Fubini-Study form is an easy counterexample since CP n−1 = CP n \ B(1) ⊂ CP n is not superheavy (see Example 4.9). However, we can show the analogous statement for a monotone closed symplectic manifold (M, ω) if U j are sufficiently small (but not necessarily displaceable by Hamiltonian isotopy).
The above theorem is a corollary of Proposition 4.5 proved in Section 4. Seyfaddini pointed out that our Proposition 4.5 is a generalization of Theorem 2 of his paper [Sey14] . In particular, the dispalceability assumption in his theorem can be removed in the case of spherically negative monotone symplectic manifold.
Seyfaddini and Polterovich pointed out that Theorem 4.8 of [Pol14] and its extension Theorem 9 of [Sey14] under the symplectic trivialization of x * T M given by u (for Conley Zehender index, see [CZ83] for nondegenerate orbits and [RS93] for general ones. See also Section 3.) If it is nondegenerate, then its Conley-Zehnder index is an integer. In this case we define its degree as
which is a countable subset of R. For a non-zero element α ∈ QH 2n (M, ω) of its quantum homology group, we have a spectral invariant c(α; −) : C(M × S 1 ; R) → R, which satisfies the following properties:
• normalization:
{ω(A)}
• shift property: c(α; F + a) = c(α; F ) + 1 0 a(t)dt for a : S 1 → R.
• monotonicity: for
The monotonicity property also implies Lipschitz continuity of the spectral invariant.
• spectrality: for a nondegenerate Hamiltonian H ∈ C(M ×S 1 ; R), c(α; H) ∈ Spec n H.
• triangle inequality: for
• symplectic invariance: for θ ∈ Symp(M ; ω), c(α; θ * H) = c(θ * α; H), where (θ * H) t = H t • θ.
• homotopy invariance: if F, G ∈ C(M × S 1 ; R) satisfies
for details, see [Sch00] for symplectically aspherical manifolds and [Oh05] for general ones. For a non-zero idempotent α ∈ QH 2n (M, ω), Entov and Polterovich [EP03] defined the homogenization of the spectral invariantc(α; −) :
and they defined in [EP06] partial symplectic quasi-state ζ(α; −) :
They proved in [EP07] the following lemma.
In particular, for F, G ∈ C(M ; R),
Other properties of the partial symplectic quasi-states which were proved in [EP06] are as follows: (ζ(−) is short for ζ(α; −) below.)
• ζ(a) = a, ζ(H + a) = ζ(H) + a for all a ∈ R.
• ζ(aH) = aζ(H) for all a ≥ 0.
• ζ(−H) + ζ(H) ≥ 0.
• If supp H ⊂ M is stably displaceable then ζ(H) = 0.
•
and is α-superheavy if
They proved the following important properties.
The following lemma is almost the same as that of [EP09] .
Lemma 2.6. For a closed subset X ⊂ M , the following conditions are equivalent:
(ii) if H ≤ 0 and H| X = 0, then ζ(α; H) = 0.
(iii) there exists some H 0 ∈ C(M ; R) such that H 0 ≤ 0, {H 0 = 0} = X and ζ(α; H 0 ) = 0. ({H 0 = 0} is short for {x ∈ M ; H 0 (x) = 0}.)
The following conditions are also equivalent:
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) was proved in [EP09] .
(ii) trivially implies (iii). If (iii) is satisfied, then for any H ≤ 0 with H| X = 0 and ǫ > 0, there exists some a ≥ 0 such that
Remark 2.7. In the above conditions (iii) and (iii) ′ , we can take H 0 (x) = ± dist(x, X). Hence we can prove the superheavyness of a given closed subset by the analysis of a single function. This trivial observation is crucial in this paper.
We remark that the proof of the last claim of the above proposition in [EP09] can be simplified by using the fact that dist((x,
The following lemma is also related to this remark. The following lemma is also useful.
Proof. By the triangle inequality of the spectral invariant,
Estimates of the Conley-Zehnder index
We prove some properties of the Conley-Zehnder index of a path in Sp(2n). The Conley-Zehnder index was introduced in [CZ83] for a nondegenerate path, and Robbin and Salamon generalized it for every path in [RS93] . First we describe two equivalent definitions of the index along the same line as in [RS93] and [RS95] (for details, see these articles).
The first definition is related to the spectral flow of the associated selfadjoint operator. First we note that for any path Φ(t) in Sp(2n) with Φ(0) = Id, there exists a path of symmetric matrices S(t) : [0, 1] → gl(2n; R) such that Φ is the fundamental solution of the equationẋ = J 0 S(t)x, that is, 
has a nontrivial kernel. In that case we define its crossing operator
where π N (A(s)) denotes the orthogonal projection to the kernel N (A(s)) of A(s).
We say a crossing s ∈ [0, 1] is regular if its crossing operator is invertible. We can perturb the paths S s (t) with fixed endpoints s = 0, 1 to make every crossing regular. Then the difference of the Conley-Zehnder index of {Φ 0 (t)} t∈[0,1] and
where sign denotes the signature (the number of positive eigenvalues minus the number of negative eigenvalues). We will see later that the right hand side of the above equation only depends on {Φ 0 (t)} t∈[0,1] and {Φ 1 (t)} t∈[0,1] . We normalize CZ-ind Id = 0. Then we have a well-defined map CZ-ind :
The second definition uses the Maslov index of the path of Lagrangian subspaces. First we recall its definition. Fix a Lagrangian subspace L 0 ∈ L = {L ⊂ (V, ω); Lagranian} of a symplectic vector space (V, ω). For a smooth path of Lagrangian subspaces α :
(The definition of Q t dose not depend on the choice ofα.) We say a crossing t ∈ [0, 1] is regular if this quadratic form is nondegenerate. We can perturb the path α with fixed endpoints t = 0, 1 to make every crossing regular. Then the Maslov index of the path α is
This definition is independent of the perturbation. The Maslov index satisfies the following properties:
• homotopy invariance: µ(α) ∈ 1 2 Z is determined by the fixed-endpoint homotopy class of α.
• symplectic invariance:
• localization: to state this property, we need some definitions. Assume
Then it is easy to see that
where
and
0 is a quadratic form on L 0 . Localization property asserts that if α has the form
• pseudo-continuity:
All the properties other than pseudo-continuity were proved in [RS93] . Pseudocontinuity can be proved as follows. If β is sufficiently close to α then there exists a homotopy α s (s ∈ [0, 1]) between α and β such that under some decompo-
L0 q 1 (s) for some quadratic forms q 0 (s) and q 1 (s). Then by the properties of homotopy invariance, catenation, and localization imply
if β(t) are sufficiently close to α(t). (t = 0, 1) Using this index, we define for a path Φ(t) :
is the diagonal Lagrangian and (1 × Φ(t))∆ is the graph of Φ(t). Note that pseudo-continuity of the Maslov index implies that of the Conley-Zhender index, hence if Φ ′ is sufficiently close to Φ then
The equivalence of the above two definitions was proved in Theirem 7.1 of [RS95] . Here is a sketch of its proof for reader's convenience. This contains the proof of the well-definedness of the first definition.
Let 
ξ ∈ Ker(J 0 ∂ t +S s0 ) can be written as ξ(t) = Φ s0 (t)v with some v ∈ Ker(Φ s0 (1)− 1). Define ξ(s, t) = Φ s (t)v and observe ξ satisfies
This coincides with the quadratic form associated with crossing of (1×Φ s0 (1))∆ with ∆. Hence,
by catenation property and homotopy invariance of the Maslov index. This proves the well-definedness of the first definition and the equivalence of the two definition.
Definition 3.1.
The following lemma is classical in the theory of differential equations and would be well known among the experts.
< stands for the largest integer less than x.
Proof. This is clear by the first definition since if we take S s (t) = (1 − s)S 0 (t) + sS 1 (t) then the quadraic form associated with its crossing operator is
which is obviously nonnegative definite. In the case (i),
< . Since the right-hand side is upper semicontinuous with respect to C, Remark 3.2 implies the claim.
(ii) can be proved similarly.
Definition 3.4.
Remark 3.5. For a time-independent Hamiltonian H : M → R and a smooth function χ : R → R,
In this formula, tY · x| t=0 .)) For a smooth function f : t * → R, we regard its differential as df : t * → t. Consider the Hamiltonian H = f • µ : M → R. It is easy to see
Proof. First we show the first inequality. Put A = Φ(1) ∈ Sp(2n). Then by the catenation property and homotopy invariance of the Maslov index, the left hand side of the inequality coincides with
Take a Lagrangian subspace L 0 ⊂ (R 2n , ω 0 ) containing ImAX, and let
where q 0 and q 1 are some quadratic forms on ∆, and rank q 1 = rank X. Indeed,
and P 0 + P 1 A is invertible, where P 0 and P 1 stands for the projections to L 0 and L 1 respectively. Hence by the localization property of the Maslov index,
The claim follows by the fact that for symmetric matrices A and B,
The second inequality is a corollary of the first one and Remark 3.2.
In the above setting, the left-hand side of the third inequality is equal to 1 2 ( sign(q 0 + q 1 ) − sign q 0 ), 
Corollary 3.9. Under the condition of Remark 3.6,
for every x ∈ Fix φ H 1 and any symplectic trivialization of T M over the closed orbit.
since Im((e df (µ(x)) ) * x − Id) ∩ ImX = 0 and (e df (µ(x)) ) * x X = X. Hence Lemma 3.7 implies the claim. Proof. We may assume 0 ∈ U . Define
Proof of the main theorem and examples
Let f δ = φ δ * f be the convolution with a mollifier φ δ (x) = δ −m φ(
, where φ is a nonnegative smooth function with compact support whose integral is one. Then by the above inequality and the definition of convolution, f δ also satisfies
It follows for appropriate δ > 0 and ǫ > 0, V δ,ǫ = {f δ + ǫ|x| 2 < 1} ⊂ U is the required subset since
2 (x + tv)) = 0 for all t ∈ R. Differentiating this equation at t = 0, we get
Hence Df · v = 0 because DF · v = 0. Differentiating the same equation twice at t = 0 and using Df · v = 0, we get
For a function H :
where λ = 1 2 n j=1 (x j dy j − y j dx j ). Lemma 4.3. Let U ⊂ R 2n be a strictly convex open subset such that 0 ∈ U and define f : R 2n \ 0 → R as above. Then for its convolution f δ = f * φ δ with a mollifier φ δ ,
(ii) there exist some constant C > 0 such that
Proof. (i) The assumption implies f − a 2 |x| 2 is convex on R 2n . Therefore (f − a 2 |x| 2 ) * φ δ is also convex, which implies the claim.
(ii) Notice for any function H, i XH λ(x) = 1 2 DH(x) · x. This implies
By the definition of the convolution,
where we have used that 2f (x) = Df (x) · x. These two equations imply
where we assume the support of φ is contained in the ball of radius C. This proves the assertion.
Definition 4.4. For a strictly convex open subset U ⊂ R 2n such that 0 ∈ U ,
2π a , where infimum is taken over all one-dimensional complex subspace V ⊂ R 2n and a > 0 such that
• C 0 (U ) = inf{ C 0 (V ); V ⊂ R 2n strictly convex and (V, ω 0 ) ∼ = (U, ω 0 )} We note that in the definition of C(U ), minimum over 
Proof. The proof is based on some calculations on R 2n . Note for a Hamiltonian H : R 2n → R, the differential (φ H t ) * of the Hamiltonian flow is determined by the differential equations
where we regard (φ 
and consider a family of Hamiltonians
On the other hand, 
For any function F ∈ C(M × S 1 ) such that F | (M\ Uj )×S 1 = 0 and any ǫ ′′ > 0, there exist a small ǫ > 0 such that {F ≥ ǫ ′′ } ⊂ {f j ≤ 1 − 4ǫ}. We take δ > 0 sufficiently small so that {F ≥ ǫ ′′ } ⊂ {(f j ) δ ≤ 1 − 3ǫ}. Take H s as above for these ǫ > 0 and δ > 0, then there exists s > 0 such that F ≤ ǫ ′′ + H s . Hence by the monotonicity,
where [x] stands for the largest integer less than or equal to x. By Corollary 3.8 and Lemma 3.3 (ii),
(More precisely, first we fix some large T > 0, then there exists some δ > 0 such that the above inequality holds for every 
where we have used that y − n κ ay 2π
If not, then x(t 0 ) ∈ U j \ N for some t 0 ∈ S 1 and j, and [x, u] = x · A with 2c 1 (A) = n + CZ-ind(φ
where ǫ > 0 can be made arbitrary small if G is sufficiently close to H. We conclude that Spec n G ⊂ (−∞, 
The above argument can be used for the product U = N × V of a closed sympelctic manifold (N, ω ′ ) and a strictly convex subset V ⊂ (R 2m , ω 0 ). In this case we can use a Hamiltonian H or H s which is independent of y ∈ N in the above proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. be a lattice. If span R {w 1 , w 2 } is symplectic, then { 2n k=1 t k w k ∈ T ; t 1 = 0 or t 2 = 0} is [T ]-superheavy. Indeed, we may assume w 2 = J 0 w 1 since there exists a symplectic transform A ∈ Sp(2n) such that Aw 2 = J 0 w 1 . Define
for some ǫ > 0. Hence the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 shows the claim. We note if {t 1 = 0 or t 2 = 0} and {t 3 = 0 or t 4 = 0} are both superheavy, and if {t i , t j } = 0 for i = 1, 2, j = 3, 4, then {t 1 = 0 or t 2 = 0} ∩ {t 1 = 0 or t 2 = 0} is also superheavy by Lemma 2.9.
Example 4.9. Let (CP n , τ 0 ) be the complex projective space with the FubiniStudy form. Then it is easy to see that C(B) = n κ , where
is superheavy (see section 6), the above proposition dose not hold for the ball which contain C by Lemma 2.3. See also Example 6.4
5 An application to Poisson bracket invariants 
where {·, ·} denotes the Poisson bracket and infimum is taken over all partitions of unity {χ j } subordinate to U. Lower bounds for this invariant is important in the theory of quantum noise in [Pol14] . We say the degree of U is ≤ d if every subset U j intersects closures of at most d other subsets from the cover.
The following proposition is the extension. • If κ ≤ 0, or κ > 0 and max
We can prove the above proposition in the same way as Theorem 9 of [Sey14] , using our Proposition 4.5 and Remark 4.6 instead of Theorem 2 of [Sey14] .
Another application
Let ρ : T k → Ham(M, ω) be a Hamiltonian torus action on a closed symplectic manifold and assume c 1 = κω on π 2 (M ), where κ > 0. Let µ : M → t * be its momentum map. We normalize µ by M µω ∧n = 0. Define for a loop g(t) = φ
where x ∈ M is arbitrary and H t is a normalized Hamiltonian i.e. M H t ω ∧n = 0 for every t ∈ S 1 . I(g) is independent of x and u. This define a homomorphism I : π 1 (Ham(M, ω) ) → R, which is called the mixed action-Maslov homomorphism in [Pol97] and [EP09] .
In [EP09] , Hence A H (x) ≤ A Hp (x), where H p = f p • µ and f p (q) = f (p) + df (p) · (q − p) is a tangent of f at p = µ(x). Therefore we conclude that
If [x, u] ∈ Crit A H satisfies df (µ(x)) = X ∈ t \ Q k , then x ∈ Fix(e tX ) t∈R . For any ǫ > 0 there exists by the same argument as above. Since ǫ > 0 is arbitrary, we obtain
Let f : t * → R be a smooth convex function which takes its minimum f = 0 at p = p ⋆ . Then the above argument implies A H ≤ 
